
   Toys

 Band Set Beginner
by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772113182
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Melissa & Doug
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Got music? Everything needed for a solo performance or to form a marching band. Features a xylophone, a kazoo, castanets, a harmonica and a jingle stick
in a wooden crate! Ideal for involving preschoolers in the musical experience. 
 Ages: 3+

 Best Friends Magnetic Dress-Up Play Set
by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772093149
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Classic Toys - Magnetic Dress-Up Sets
Publisher: Melissa & Doug
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.50

Combine dozens of magnetic pieces in coordinating designs to dress two friends and their pets (a precious puppy and cute kitten) to tell stories about these
best friends! Mix and match coordinating magnetic clothing and accessories to dress the dolls. The dolls, each with a durable stand for pretend play, and the
pieces all store in a sturdy wooden tray with a slide-in lid and convenient carrying handle to take the fun on the go! This unique dress-up dolls set helps kids
three and older develop hand-eye coordination and fine motor, counting, and sorting skills, and encourages creative expression and imaginative play.4
wooden magnetic dolls to dress in coordinating mix-and-match outfits
Includes 2 wooden girl dolls, wooden puppy, wooden kitten, 4 durable doll stands, 78 magnetic clothing and accessory pieces
Dolls and pieces store in wooden tray with sliding lid and handle
Develops fine motor, counting, and sorting skills and encourages creative expression and imaginative playWARNING: Choking Hazard - Small parts. Not
for children under 3 yrs.

 Bongo
by DJECO

ISBN: 3070900060227
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $27.00

Get that rhythm started with this beautiful bongo set featuring elephant motif! Designed by Magali Attiogbé
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 Condiments Set
by MELISSA AND DOUG

ISBN: 000772193580
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $9.00

A must-have for the well-appointed play kitchen, these condiments sound and look like the real thing! Packaged in a handy metal caddy to keep everything
organized, the six-piece set includes ketchup, mustard, salt, pepper, and hot sauce. Best of all: The salt and pepper really "shake," the hot sauce really
"pours," and the ketchup and mustard "squirt" string! These wonderfully durable play pieces are built to last through countless culinary
adventures.Recommended ages 3 to 5.
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 Crash Test Lab

by SMART LAB

ISBN: 834509004869
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: SmartLab Toys
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $37.00

Crash! Launch! Slam! Crash testing is fun and a great way to learn physics.Meet Impact Jack, the only crash test dummy that comes with an electronic
sensor that measures the force of every crash. Crash Test Labs cool, customizable Crash Cart comes with a removable roll cage, two types of bumpers, and a
safety harness. The included activity book demonstrates how Newtons Laws of Motion relate to car crashes (and more importantly, to car safety) and
provides ideas for hours of crash test experimentation.Crash testing is fun, and a great way to learn physics! Put Impact Jack in the cool, customizable crash
cart and use his electronic sensor to measure the force of the crash!Includes Impact Jack electronic action figure, crash cart with rubber tires, removable roll
cage, impact bumper, safety harness, pamphlet.For ages 8 and up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD, Small parts

 Finger Puppet Narwhal & Jelly
by MERRYMAKERS

ISBN: 9781579824143
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Narwhal and Jelly
Publisher: MerryMakers Inc.
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $19.50

Here are two unlikely best friends, ready to welcome you to their pod and swim off on imaginary underwater adventures. Narwhal (the unicorn of the sea!)
and his jellyfish playmate are made of soft fabric, and both can be held tight in little hands or used as finger puppets. And with their happy-go-lucky
expressions they are clearly prepared for fun.Great on their own as baby gifts, or for older readers as companions to the books.

 Finger Puppet Set Grinch & Friends
Grinch
by MANHATTAN TOY

ISBN: 011964469222
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

The classic Grinch by Dr. Seuss story comes to life in this finger puppet set by Manhattan Toy. Highly detailed with embroidered features to match the
characters so many have grown to love.Set includes The Grinch, Cindy Lou Who, and Max the Dog. Each puppet measures 4" inches in height.

 Finger Puppets Elephant & Piggie
by YOTTOY

ISBN: 819303006684
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

Based on the beloved characters by the award-winning Mo Willems. Includes two finger puppets. Ages 3+.
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 Giddy Buggy Binoculars

by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772160919
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

Imagine the thrill when first looking through these kid-friendly binoculars with the always happy Giddy Buggy Sunny Patch character! Bring distant objects
and the natural world up close with these adjustable field glasses and focus on the adventure in every backyard. Giddy Buggy brings good cheer to his
friends in Sunny Patch and adds an adorable twist to a classic tool that helps develop observation skills and encourages kids to get up and get playing.

 Kubix City Playset
by JANOD

ISBN: 3700217380809
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $42.00

70 solid wood cubes painted with water-based paint for building a city of tomorrow. Multiple options for aspiring architects: cities, towers, landscaping, etc.
that can be brought to life with 13 wooden vehicles. Children can build the city on a themed decorative play mat (75 x 75 cm/30 x 30 in.). 2-in-1 mat that can
also be used for storage and transport (the play mat can be folded thanks to velcro and become a bag to transport).Sold in a folded play mat (25 x 25 x 25 cm/
10x10x10 in.), easy to transport, that comes with a hangtag. Wood : chinese cherry.Ages 3-6.

 Liqui Fuze Cars Set
by INCREDIBLE NOVELTIES

ISBN: 010984018014
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

All the things you need to build and rebuild cars of any kind. This set comes with 100 Liqui Fuze pieces, storage tray and water pen with an extra tip.

 Liqui Fuze Playground Set
by INCREDIBLE NOVELTIES

ISBN: 010984018021
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Create a playground that you can rebuild again and again! This set comes with 105 Liqui Fuze pieces, storage tray and a water pen with an extra tip.
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 Lottie & Friends Tree House

by ARKLU

ISBN: 5060272132453
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

Detailed colourful wooden treehouse with swing, slide, secret trap door and ladder. With magnetic side door for easy play-time access.Removable Slide
Secret trap door with wooden rope ladder
Working swing
Opening side panel for easy access play with magnetic catch
Colourful roof in Lottie’s signature scalloped style
Lookout balcony
Painted walls with routed detail

 Lottie Stargazer Doll
by LOTTIE

ISBN: 5060272131661
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

Doll dressed in dark blue velvet bomber jacket, cerise-coloured dungarees, long sleeve t-shirt with pale blue arms, spotty scarf, brown hat, sturdy brown
boots and comes with telescope and tripod, solar system collector cards and a Notable women in astronomy additional sheet.

 Lottie Wildlife Photographer Doll
by ARKLU

ISBN: 5060272132248
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $34.50

Doll is dressed in a red Jacket, T-shirt with ladybird, denim-blue hat & bag, jeans, red spotty wellies and comes with a camera and the Edition 2 of Branksea
School News and wears a cochlear implant.

 Playful Chef Chocolate Studio
Chocolate Studio
by MINDWARE

ISBN: 889070969604
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Playful Chef
Publisher: MindWare
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

A melting pot that is cool to the touch AND magically turns your chocolate chips or chunks into velvety swirls of perfectly smooth, melted chocolate? It’s
not a dream! Featuring child safe temperature settings and a silicone lip, the Playful Chef Chocolate Studio will make sweet, successful memories for young
chocolatiers. • Safe, rewarding, delicious projects for kids 
• Offers an introduction to the simple craft of confectionery
• Provides a sweet way to encourage an interest in science for kids
• Melting pot, 3 molds, ladle, spatula, dipping sticks and parchment sheetsAge Recommendation: Ages 7 and up
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 Playful Chef Deluxe Cooking Kit

Deluxe Cooking Kit
by MINDWARE

ISBN: 889070859707
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Playful Chef
Publisher: MindWare
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $37.50

Inspire kids to sink their teeth into the rewards of healthful home cooking! What’s on the menu? Crispy, tender chicken nuggets…bright, zesty zucchini
fries…all made from scratch with REAL cooking tools, perfectly engineered for young hands! Color-coded measuring cups and spoons match up with the
illustrated recipe cards, keeping your junior home chef cool as a cucumber. Soft-touch silicone utensils, a mixing bowl, star pan and apron are all foodie-
approved. The tastiest projects for kids happen in the kitchen!• Features hands-on crafts for kids that are healthy and delicious
• A sweet way to encourage an interest in science for kids
• 9 piece cooking set, 5 oversized recipe cards, parent guide and apron
• Fully adjustable apron generally fits chefs aged 4-10 
• Apron fabric: 100% polyesterAge Recommendation: Ages 4 and up

 Playful Chef Knife Set
Knife Set
by MINDWARE

ISBN: 889070859929
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: MindWare
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $23.00

Designed with safety first, these specially-engineered knives let kids do something they usually aren’t allowed to – cut food in the kitchen! The serrated
edges saw and chop through hard foods like carrots and apples without any danger to little fingers. Each knife features a comfort-grip handle and highly
functional plastic blade. Young chefs can follow the instruction guide to learn safe cutting grips and become familiar with basic terms such as matchstick and
dice. When it’s time for your child to help in the kitchen, these knives are a cut above! • Provides safe yet exciting projects for kids in the kitchen
• Builds fine motor skills through the simple craft of slicing 
• Kids will learn safety tips, optimal grips, and types of cuts
• 3 piece knife set and illustrated instruction guideAge Recommendation: Ages 4 and up

 Puppet Bison
by FOLKMANIS

ISBN: 638348031082
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Folkmanis Puppets
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Roam free and be wild with the Folkmanis® SMALL BISON puppet.  Movable mouth and forelegs give this creature life along with your creative
imagination.
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 Puppet Black Bear

by FOLKMANIS

ISBN: 638348022325
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Folkmanis Puppets
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

This familiar face from the woodlands of North America could charm the honey from the bees. One of our original designs, the Baby Black Bear puppet's
popularity still runs strong. With his soft fur and sweet face, you'll love him, too.

 Puppet Dragon Sky Blue
by FOLKMANIS

ISBN: 638348029584
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Folkmanis Puppets
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $76.00

Sculpted fabric enhances the ethereal look of the SKY DRAGON puppet. With rich detailing, this spectacular dragon features a movable mouth, forelegs and
velvet wings to take flight. This champion of mythical creatures is destined to guide your journey into realms of fantasy.

 Putty In Tin: Enchanting Unicorn
by CRAZY AARON

ISBN: 752830984486
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

A mythical symbol of beauty and strength, the unicorn has fascinated people throughout the ages. Believe in magic with Enchanting Unicorn Thinking
Putty®. It charms with a rainbow of neon confetti, shines with golden glitter, and glows a pretty pink in the dark.

 Putty In Tin: Mystifying Mermaid
by CRAZY AARON

ISBN: 752830984585
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.00

Appearing in the folklore of cultures all over the world, the mermaid has fantastical powers that work in mysterious ways. Mystifying Mermaid Thinking
Putty® is just as spellbinding. Awash with sparkling shimmer, it transforms from light aquamarine  to seafoam green with just the warmth of your hands. s
part of the Hypercolor® Collection this color change Thinking Putty is heat sensitive, meaning it starts one color and changes to another through heat
transfer. The more you play the more the color will change!
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 Putty In Tin: Snow Day

by CRAZY AARON

ISBN: 752830070462
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $21.00

Turn any day into a fun-filled surprise with Snow Day Thinking Putty! A sparkling, brilliant white, it’s perfect for making tabletop snowballs, snow forts,
and snowmen. There’s even a cutout paper accessory set included for enhanced play! It’s a great way to enjoy all the excitement of a winter’s day outside,
while staying warm and cozy inside.

 Shadow Puppets: Scary Nighttime Set
by MOULIN ROTY

ISBN: 3575677110576
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $28.00

Cardboard shadows are ideal for making up stories. One side black and one side phosphorescent.

 Solar System Adventure Kit
by SMART LAB

ISBN: 834509003480
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: SmartLab
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Young astronomers will explore the solar system as they construct their own paper-craft model of NASA's Mars rover. Snap together the light-up model of
the solar system, label the planets and use the fact-filled poster to discover unique features of each planet. Then punch out and assemble a rolling replica of
NASA's Mars rover Curiosity. As a bonus, the light-up sun can even be used as a night-light! Uses 2 AAA barrieries (sold seperately).Age Recommendation:
Ages 8 and up

 Spy Camera
by MOULIN ROTY

ISBN: 3575677110040
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $10.00

Let your child become a master of espionage with this spy camera by Moulin Roty. The charming illustrated toy features a mirror inside, so once your little
one looks through the spyhole, they'll be able to see what's going on to their left.
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 Squigz

by FAT BRAIN

ISBN: 811802020925
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Fat Brain Toys
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $37.00

Squigz are fun little suckers!Apply pressure to two Squigz. Air rushes out and the fun rushes in!Connecting to each other and to any solid, non-porous
surface - Squigz are a species all their own. They flex. They stick. They suck people into creativity.Once they take hold, it takes some pull to separate them.
When Squigz POP! in protest - you’ll have to admit… your hands and ears are shamelessly delighted!They are flexible fellows and committed joiners.
Squigz and fellow Squigz have one chief enterprise - creating things. Willingly, they assemble to become rockets, vehicles, a cushion for the cat, jewelry…
they thrill in uniting as a ginormous octopus or squid.Squigz are scientific sorts - always up for playful experimentation and defying gravity - sticking to
bathtubs, windows, school lockers, tabletops, and office desktops. (And they are mannerly guests too - never leaving a trace of their presence.)Playful
curiosity. It's a whole new gig - thanks to Squigz.This starter set includes 24 pieces. Made of 100% silicone (BPA-free, latex-free). Suitable for ages 3 and
up.

 Storybook lamp Les Papoum
by MOULIN ROTY

ISBN: 3575676583609
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

To put little ones to sleep: Pocket torch with three disks to slot in. Project each disk onto the wall to tell a colourful story:- 1: Elephants take a shower!- 2:
Mummy hippo calls her little ones!- 3: Lion cubs make a discovery!Illustrations with soft wolours, full of tenderness, depicting the Papoum characters with
their little ones taking an evening dip in the savannah.Step by step, badaboom, Papoum... in the twilight of the savannah, you can hear lions, hippopotami
and elephants big and small in the distance, then watch them come up to the edge of the water for an evening swim...A chic and elegant collection mixing
100% linens with cottons sporting refined graphic prints, soft, spongy looped terry velvets, and pin-stripe jerseys. Small fishes and birds accompany the main
characters.A complete collection with variations on the three characters of the lion, the hippo and the elephant, now offering everything for baby’s bedroom:
cuddly toys, dolls, early learning games, every form of bedding and decoration, and even the essentials for baby’s mealtimes.

 Storybook Torch
by MOULIN ROTY

ISBN: X73455
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Is it a flashlight? No, it's a "storybook torch!" This little light comes with three different circus-themed discs that clip onto the end. When projected onto a
wall, each tells a colourful story and encourages the development of a child's imagination. Disc one depicts a circus coming to town; Disc two shows a panic-
filled scene in the animal cages; and Disc three shows that the lion has escaped! Each projected illustration is drawn in a brightly coloured, vintage style.
Measuring 6-inches long by 2-inches wide, this toy is safe for tots aged 4+.It's showtime! Turn out the lights and let the stories unfold. Moulin Roty's "Le
Cinéma" collection lets your little one be the director as he/she narrates the projected slides - reintroducing a bit of a vintage feel to today's technology-
driven world.
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 Tobbie the Robot

by UNICORN

ISBN: 843696099893
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $55.00

No ordinary robot – traveling throughout the galaxy has taught Tobbie to use his infrared sensor while detecting and obstacle exploring capabilities to
survive alone. He is ready to make friends with those willing partners while providing fun for the whole family. A slight motion in front of his eyes with
your hand will equate to a new best friend. He will follow you around for as long as you are willing to guide him. The explore mode is meant to try and
challenge this world traveler. His six legs and 360-degree turn radius allow for seamless maneuvering around obstacles. The numerous sounds and lighting
effects emitted reflect that he is developing his own special set of emotions as well as gestures. A robot with a personality easy to love!Ages 8 and up.

 Winnipeg Jets AirPuck
Winnipeg Jets
by AirPuck

ISBN: 9720554402112
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

An exciting Hockey AirPuck that hovers over a curtain of air. Watch it easily float over smooth surfaces. It even lights up and glows in the dark! For use on
indoor and flat surfaces such as hardwood, vinyl and parquet. The sturdy foam outer protective layer will protect the AirPuck from scuffs and makes it more
fun to slide around the room. Thick foam bumper around puck that protects walls and furniture. Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included).

 Wooden Castle Play Set
by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772109796
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Build a kingdom filled with royal adventures, block by block! This wooden 32-piece play set includes castle walls, village buildings and features such as a
fountain and a fire pit, knights, a wizard, court jester, a horse-drawn carriage, and, of course a royal family! The brightly colored shaped solid wood pieces
stand approximately two inches high. Flat sides, attention to detail, and bright colors make this set great for stacking, sorting, counting, setting up, and
knocking down. Designed to play perfectly with Melissa & Doug activity rugs, kids will also have endless fun and playing with the set independently on the
included illustrated play area, or combining it with other play pieces, toy cars, and figures. 
Ages: 3+ years
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 Wooden Pirate Chest
by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772125765
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Melissa & Doug
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Ahoy, Matey! Store your treasures in this wooden pirate chest! The hand-stained chest features a be-jeweled skull lock. Included in the set are a pirate
bandana, an eye patch, a velvety loot bag, golden doubloon coins and a secret compartment to stash away your most valuable loot!Ages 6 and up.
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